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International web Conference
on

Post Pandemic Paradigm Shift in Higher Education: A 
New Global Perspective

Shri Vaishnav Institute of Management, Indore, Madhya Pradesh, India organized International web 

Conference on “Post Pandemic Paradigm Shift in Higher Education: A New Global Perspective” on 

Friday, May 21, 2021. 
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International web Conference
on

Post Pandemic Paradigm Shift in Higher Education: A New Global 
Perspective

The Conference was inaugurated by Chief Guest, Prof. (Dr.) Anil D. Sahasrabudhe, Chairman, All India 

Council for Technical Education, New Delhi, India, Guest of Honour, Padma Shri Prof. (Dr.) Manindra 

Agrawal, Professor, Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology, 

Kanpur, India, Special Guest, Prof. (Dr.) Ugur Guven, CEO, Prometheus Space, London, United 

Kingdom, Advisory Council Member, United Nations Centre for Space Science and Space Technology 

and Keynote Speaker, Dr. Pradeep Kumar, President, Indo European Education Foundation, Warsaw, 

Poland. Dr. George Thomas, Director of the institute welcomed the guests and participants.  Opening 

addressaddress was given by Shri Devendrakumar Muchhal, Chairman of the institute. The inaugural ceremony 

was presided over by an enlightening address by Shri Purushottamdas Pasari, Chancellor, Shri Vaishnav 

Vidyapeeth Vishwavidyalaya & Chairman, Shri Vaishnav Group of Trusts, Indore, India and words of 

wisdom were shared by Mentor Prof. (Dr.) Upinder Dhar, Vice Chancellor, Shri Vaishnav Vidyapeeth 

Vishwavidyalaya, Indore, Madhya Pradesh, India. On this occasion, a Souvenir of the International web 

Conference also released during the Inaugural Session of the Conference.

Chief Guest Prof. (Dr.) Anil Sahsrabudhe in his address focused on Post Pandemic Paradigm Shift in 

Higher Education and said that Artificial Intelligence, Cloud Computing, Data Science, Block Chain, 

Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, Robotics, Machine Learning are the key disciplines which will be in 

demand. 
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Keynote Speaker Dr. Pradeep Kumar in his Keynote address said that Development of digital 
learning platforms, integrated learning systems, creation of virtual labs is a necessity of the 
time to make education accessible to all. So this pandemic is a great opportunity for skills 
building through digital learning platforms.
The Inaugural Session was concluded with Vote of Thanks by Shri Girdhar Gopal Nagar, 
Secretary, Shri Vaishnav Institute of Management, Indore, India and National Anthem.
TheThe inaugural session was followed by a Plenary Session.  The welcome address for the 
Plenary Session was given by Dr. Dhanashree Nagar, Conference Co-convener, Shri Vaishnav 
Institute of Management, Indore, India. 
Dr. Harpreet Seth, Head of Architecture, Heriot-Watt University, United Arab Emirates, talked 
about Studio Teaching in Architecture Education in blended learning mode. She shared her 
experience in Architectural Education in University and how pandemic shifted towards 
exploring new opportunities in architectural education. 
MMr. Hemant Sharma, Seasoned Architect and Hands on Technology Leader for Software 
Integrations, Refactoring and Modernization, Springfield- Branson, Missouri, United States of 
America, talked about Emerging Trends in Higher Education with New Normal due to mass 
learning in online mode. He also highlighted the need for hybrid learning.
 Prof. Nitin Saxena, N Rama Rao Chair Professor, Department of Computer Science and 
Engineering, Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur, India, shared his experience on Teaching 
During a Pandemic especially in the context of IIT, Kanpur. 
Prof.Prof. Raj Kumar Singh, Dean (R&D), HoD (Department of Commerce) & Chairperson- 
Centre for Entrepreneurship, Innovation & Skills Development, (CEISD) SMS, Varanasi, 
India shared his experience of opportunities in Rural Entrepreneurship and the need of 
incubation centers to seize out these opportunities. He also highlighted the role of MSME to 
promote rural entrepreneurship in Varanasi.
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 Prof. Hemachandran K., Department of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning, Woxsen 
University, Hyderabad, Telangana, India talked about Role of AI in a Post Pandemic World. He 
further said that the schools and university will have to prepare for uncertainties.
TheThe Vote of Thanks for the Plenary Session was given by Dr. Ekta Agrawal. The Plenary Session 
was followed by five parallel technical sessions. An overwhelming response in terms of receipt 
of research papers from the USA, Poland, China and from fifteen states of India and in total 
sixty-seven papers is received in the International web Conference. The Technical Sessions 
waere chaired by Dr. Samidha Dwivedi Sharma, College of Computing & Informatics, Saudi 
Electronic University, Saudi Arabia; Dr. Kuldeep S. Charak, Director, Navsahyadri Group of 
Institutes, Pune; Dr. Seema Singh Zokarkar Director Mantra Media Pvt. Ltd, and Professor, Sri 
BalajiBalaji University, Pune; Dr. D. Raja Jebasingh, Vice Principal, St. Joseph's College of 
Commerce (Autonomous) Bengaluru, Karnataka, India and Dr. Ram Singhfrom Quantum 
School of Business, Quantum University, Roorkee .
Valedictory session was graced by the presence of Chief Guest Prof. (Dr.) Justin Paul. Dr. 
Arvind Singh gave a welcome address in Valedictory Session. Conference Summary was 
presented by Dr. Kshama Paithankar,and words of wisdom were shared by Mentor Prof. (Dr.) 
Upinder Dhar.
Chief Guest, Prof. (Dr.) Justin Paul, Professor, University of Puerto Rico, San Juan, PR, United 
State of America & Distinguished Professor, Indian Institute of Management, Kerala & 
Symbiosis Institute of Business Management, Pune, in his address made the gathering aware of 
post pandemic situations at the United States of America. He also explored the need, utility and 
significance of digital platforms for entrepreneurs to remain competitive in the dynamic global 
environment. To proceed with Valedictory Session, Director, Dr. George Thomas declared Best 
Papers Awards for two papers.
The conference concluded with varied Outcomes from qualitative discussions such as; Need of The conference concluded with varied Outcomes from qualitative discussions such as; Need of 
student centric education with role of faculty as facilitator, changing role of stakeholders for 
effective learning in new normal; Effective higher education strategies with  reforms in 
evaluation, Inclusiveness of education as emerging need;  a dire need for developing  adequate 
infrastructure for online education having multilingual interfaces, New approaches for setting 
up of well equipped virtual/online education infrastructure, Innovative ideas for curriculum 
development which complements the demand of industry in sync with post pandemic business 
scenario and many on the same line. scenario and many on the same line. 
This International web Conference proved to be fruitful and stimulating to delve the Education 
System in the Post Pandemic times. 
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Srijan
A New Beginning for a Bright Future

The institute organized “Srijan” as an annual event for School Students on June 10-14, 2021 in virtual mode. 
The main objective of the program was to bridge the gap between School Education and Higher Education, to 
give direction to students about the emerging options in the panorama of various career opportunities. The 
program started with the guest speaker, philosopher and researcher Padma Shri Dr. Raman R. Gangakhedkar; 
Scientist ‘G’ & Head Epidemiology and Communicable Diseases, ICMR on June 10, 2021. Dr. Raman guided 
and motivated to stay optimistic in this pandemic period. He explained that how one can save him/her from this 
pandemic.pandemic. He addressed the students and discussed the ways through which they can prevent themselves in 
each walk of life. It was the great pleasure to listen to such an excellent philosopher, thinker, researcher, 
scientist and a great Human being.
On June 12, 2021 Mr. Ram G. Vallath, a renowned IITian, motivational speaker and Growth Mindset Guru 
enlightened the participants. Dr. Vallath gave life lessons to students and emphasised on converting difficulties 
into opportunities and opportunities into success. He emphasized that one should not be stopped at any point; 
even in the adversities we should give our best. He shared his life story with the students and motivates them 
to face any difficult situation in life with courage. He More than two thousands school students from hundred 
different schools from India witnessed the program and benefitted. Besides this, various competitions were also 
ororganized for the school students on June 11, 13 and 14, 2021. Solo Singing Competition, Poetry Competition, 
Extempore Competition, Fancy Dress Competition, Laughter Show and Solo Dance Competition were 
organised where students participated enthusiastically. These activities were planned with the objective to 
provide guidance and enhance the creativity and knowledge among students and also to provide a platform to 
show their inherent abilities especially in this challenging time to overcome the anxiety and stress. The 
program was coordinated by Dr. Deepa Katiyal, Dr. Sandeep Malu, Dr. Jitendra Jain and Dr. Jagdish Sharma.



Nav Udyami 2021 – An Entrepreneurs’ Meet
Entrepreneur Development Cell of the institute organized the annual event “Nav Udyami, 2021 – An 
Entrepreneurs Meet” for June 18 – 23, 2021. The main Objective of the program was to motivate 
students to look at entrepreneurship as a viable, lucrative and preferred career. This event was a blend 
of Business Plan Competition and Expert lectures. The event was organized for the students of Under 
Graduate and Post Graduate level. Business Plan (B-Plan) competition was held in Phase I of 
Navudyami. Business Plans were submitted by the students for the preliminary round. Final round for 
B-Plan for under graduate students was held at June 18, 2021 and for post graduate students on June 
19,19, 2021 in Phase II. An expert lecture was organized on June 22, 2021 in Phase III. The resource 
person was Mr. Vikas Swamy, Director, RICON Industrial Consultancy Pvt. Ltd. and Program 
Coordinator, MPCON. He briefed out various challenges that students face in their entrepreneurial 
journey along with the solutions. These solutions included various governmental initiatives for 
entrepreneurship development.
Another expert lecture was organized on June 23, 2021. The resource person was Mr. Akhilesh 
Dubey, Innovation Ambassador, Innovation Cell, Ministry of Education. He unfolded various avenues 
of entrepreneurship. He also gave information about various entrepreneurial traits to be followed. 
Prospective sectors for entrepreneurial ventures in post-pandemic era were also discussed. The 
program was organized by EDC; Dr. Deepa Katiyal, Coordinator and members Dr. Prashant 
Kushwah, Dr. Jagdish Sharma, Ms. Khushboo Jain and Mr. Someshwar Joshi.
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CHANAKYA
Fast and Flourishing Careers in Emerging Technology
Technology today is evolving at such a rapid pace, enabling faster change and progress, causing an acceleration 
of the rate of change, until eventually, it will become exponential. However, it is not only technology trends and 
top technologies that are evolving; a lot more has changed this year due to the outbreak of COVID-19. 
WWith an objective to promote and encourage interaction between industry and the institute, to encourage, foster 
and promote close relations with Industry, to help students to upgrade their knowledge and skill through 
continuing education and training, to enhance job and training opportunities for the students, to provide ample 
opportunities for industry exposure to students and faculty through expert talk; The Institute Industry Interface 
Cell organized “CHANAKYA 2020-21” on June 16, 2021. 
TheThe Guest Speaker of the event was Mr. Dharmendra Jain, Director, Operation (West, East and Central Africa), 
KANTAR. Mr. Jain shared that in coming years there will be more opportunities in technologies such as  
Artificial Intelligence, Data Science, Internet of Things, Robotics, Blockchain, 5G Cloud Edge and Cyber 
Securities. Mr. Jain explained that these technologies has now become an indispensible part of  the life.
  Mr. Jain shared the details of top 10 emerging careers in India as well as for abroad. He also emphasized to 
master skills such as Leadership Skills, Communication skills, Time Management Skills, Collaborative Skills, 
Networking etc. Total 250 participants attended the webinar. The webinar was anchored by Mr. Shivam Dubey. 
Dr. Digambar Negi moderated the query session and Vote of thanks was proposed by Mr. Someshwar Joshi. 
Students learned the importance of -Optimistic approach, Communication skills, Logical thinking, Critical 
thinking approach after the webinar.
TheThe event was well Coordinated by Mr. Someshwar Joshi, Committee Coordinator, Institute Industry Interface 
Cell, Mr.sachin Chalisgaonkar, Mr. Arpit Tiwari, Dr.Namrata Soni, Dr.Digambar Negi, IIIC Committee 
members.
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Positivity during Pandemic
The Pandemic is challenging us in ways we could never have imagined, from unprecedented amounts of family 
time to homeschooling to working remotely—or not working at all. These sudden, rapid changes in the way we 
live, coupled with uncertainty, can feel overwhelming. As we know that it’s helpful for everyone to stay positive, 
it’s sometimes easier said than done. To  make students feel positive, reinforce  their mental health during  
pandemic  and build positive capacities that may help to strengthen their mental health;  a webinar on 'Positivity 
during Pandemic' was organized by the Department of Computer Science on June 2, 2021. Dr. Sudesh Sharda, 
GastrointestinalGastrointestinal Laparoscopic and Liver Transplant Surgeon, Choithram Hospital and Research Center, Indore 
was the resource person of the webinar.
 Dr. Sharda shared that  when  mind is not able to accept certain things that are beyond expectation or when it is 
not ready to face challenges, it leads to stress, which can be felt by various natural defence mechanisms like 
hormonal changes, behavioural changes including irritation, anger and physical problems. Dr. Sharda also 
explained that stress cannot be removed, but it can be reduced by understanding one’s emotions and enumerated 
the different ways to control them. Dr. Sharda suggested various ways for how to overcome fear, anger and stress 
during the pandemic. 
DDr. Sharda  rationalized  numerous benefits of Yoga, Pranayama and Meditation in dealing with stress. Yoga can 
help us lead a healthy life. While practicing Pranayam by controlling our breath for one minute gives us 
innumerable benefits. 
FocusingFocusing on the positive aspects and connecting with friends and relatives  can de-stress us.  Dr. Sharda also 
suggested various ways to relax such as listening  music, painting, singing etc. He advised to avoid following 
social media for news related to pandemic hat creates anxiety and be judicious to differentiate between facts and 
false news. Dr. Sharda recommended to be calm and have an optimistic approach to increase immunity. He also 
answered all the queries of the students at the end of the webinar. More than 110 students joined the webinar. The 
webinar was conducted by Dr. Samta Jain and vote of thanks was proposed by Dr. Kshama Paithankar. The 
webinar was well owebinar was well organized by Dr. Ekta Agarwal and Dr. Samta Jain. 
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Positive Thinking: Power of Subconscious Mind

A webinar on the topic “Positive Thinking: Power of Subconscious Mind” was organized for the students on 
June 8, 2021. 321 students attended the webinar. The webinar was conducted to provide knowledge to 
students about the importance and need of positive thinking. The expert speaker for the session was Dr. 
Abhay Gupta, Professor & Principal, Maa Narmada Mahavidhyalaya Dhamnod. In his address he explained 
the meaning and importance of positivity. Dr. Gupta elucidated the power of subconscious mind and his 
deliberations were supported by the mythological examples. He also shared his personal experiences to give 
practicalpractical knowledge of the topic. Dr. Abhay cleared the queries of students and advised them to think positive 
in life to achieve goals. The session was well coordinated by Dr. Sandeep Malu, Dr. Prachi Nikam & Dr. 
Shalu Kotwani. 
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Quantum Computing and Quantum Logics: A 

Preliminary
Quantum logic is a great achievement for Very-Large-Scale Integrated (VLSI) circuit design, and can work faster 
than classical logic circuits. Quantum circuits are used to build quantum super computers and can solve the complex 
problems in polynomial time. Quantum algorithms are used to implement quantum circuits. To inculcate the 
knowledge of different types of quantum computers in students and to make them aware of the use and applications 
of quantum computers; a one day webinar was organized on ‘Quantum Computing and Quantum Logics: A 
Preliminary’ on June 01, 2021. The resource person for the webinar was Dr. Joseph Thomas Andrews, Professor and 
Head, Department ofHead, Department of Applied Physics and Optoelectronics, SGSITS, Indore.
The different types of computers which have a capacity of one lakh qubit bytes were also discussed. The concept and 
use of binary numbers 0 and 1 were explained classically and quantum mechanically. The study of Artificial 
Intelligence and Machine learning is now not being studied by Quantum computers but in the near future it might be 
used. Quantum Computers are mainly used for storage and study of huge data, therefore, applied in army, defense. 
It is also used in the stock exchange where there is usage of huge data. The webinar was very informative for the 
students. Students learnt how and for what purpose the different quantum computers are used. They understood the 
useuse of quantum computers in the field of stock exchange and in defense services. Students also realized that in future 
machine learning and artificial intelligence can also be learned through quantum computers. The students’ queries 
were answered by the resource person. More than 150 students and 11 faculties participated in this webinar. The 
webinar was well organized by Dr. Jayshree Sharma and Dr. Khushboo Purohit. The program was anchored by Dr. 
Khushboo Purohit and vote of thanks was given by Dr. Kshama Paithankar, Head, Department of Computer Science.
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Energy Storage: The Key to Renewable, Clean, and 
Reliable Electricity for Humanity

Renewable energy comes from resources that cannot be depleted or those that constantly replenish 
over time. Renewable sources are a low-cost and environmentally-friendly way to get the energy. 
Clean energy is becoming increasingly prevalent around the world. It provides many health benefits 
and lowers our reliance on non renewable forms of energy, such as hydropower relies on  moving 
water to produce energy. To update the students with the modern techniques used in energy storage 
currently. To organize outreach activities to promote scientific culture and to enhance intellectual, 
computational, experimental, communication and analytical skills of the students; Department of 
ComputerComputer Science  organized a webinar on “Energy Storage: The Key to Renewable, Clean, and 
Reliable Electricity for humanity”  on May 27, 2021.Dr. Prateek Bhojane was the keynote speaker of 
the event. Dr. Prateek explained in detail about super capacitors, capacitors, batteries which are used 
in refrigerator, cars, metros, and computers.  He gave deep insights into the topic such as synthesis 
characterization and application of compounds ABO2 and also revealed some interesting facts. Dr. 
Prateek also elucidated Scanning Electron Microscopy, X- ray Diffraction pattern of the compound 
which helps to know the morphology as well as particle size of the compound. The session was 
followedfollowed by query session conducted by Dr. Namrata Soni. Students actively participated in this 
round and got answers for their doubts. Dr. Bhojane answered all questions nicely and students were 
satisfied from his answers. The event was conducted by Dr. Khushboo Purohit and concluded by vote 
of thanks given by Dr. Namrata Soni.
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      Two days Workshop
 on 

Adobe Photoshop & Illustrator
Photoshop is a program used to create and manipulate pixel based graphics. Photoshop’s uses go far beyond 
photo editing.  Photoshop is used to create website layouts, business cards, wedding invitations, marketing 
materials and art for digital books and publications. These are only a few uses for Photoshop in the graphic 
design industry. The true power of Photoshop comes from the ability to not only edit existing photos, but to 
also create art. Like Photoshop, Illustrator also has several uses. Illustrator is used to create resumes, mobile 
application layouts, eBooks, brochures, comic books, magazines, etc. To release the stress and frustration 
duringduring pandemic; to impart the knowledge of Photoshop and Illustrator; to improve the skills and creativity 
among students and to learn how to design poster or certificate; Department of Computer Science organized a 
two days workshop on topic Basics of Adobe Photoshop & Illustrator from May 29, 2021 to May 31, 2021 for 
the students of BCA II & IV Semester and B.Sc. (CS & IT) I Year.
 Mr. Ravin Kothari, Director, The Outline, Indore was the resource person of the workshop. Mr. Kothari started 
the first day session with the basics and overview of Photoshop. He gave hands on demo to students and 
explained to remove background from an image and to edit a selected photo.  Students learnt editing the image 
sing different tool such as crop, import, merge the image and also learnt to create the image using layers. Mr. 
Kothari explained the use of different toolbox available in Photoshop software like move tool, Lasso tool, 
quick selecting tool, horizontal type tool etc. He also demonstrated Menu navigation; adjust the image for 
levelslevels and color.  Mr. Kothari also added to their learning that how to adjust the image for levels and color, use 
selection tools to further adjust and edit image, use image filter options and saving file as jpeg, png etc.
On second day of the workshop Mr. Kothari give hands on experience on Illustrator to the students. Students 
learnt to make logo, design a poster or certificate and edit a photo using illustrator. 
The session was very interactive and students get benefited out of it. Around 170 participants were there in the 
workshop. This workshop helped the students to learn the basic tools used in Adobe Photoshop &Illustrator. 
Students learnt to design poster or certificate and image editing. 
  All participants were very much satisfied with the content covered in the workshop and expressed their 
gratitude to Computer Science Department for organizing the workshop. They also suggested for conducting 
more number of such workshops with hands-on sessions. Finally, the webinar was concluded by presenting 
vote of thanks by Dr. Jitendra Jain, Programme Coordinator, BCA. The webinar was conducted by Ms. Vranda 
Agar and coordinated by Dr. Ekta Agrawal and Dr. Bharti Agrawal.
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PHP : Server Side Scripting for Web Development
These days, to develop or create a website is a priority for business on the internet. The designing 

and development are the two most promising steps which are crucial. PHP programming language 

is most widely used for the website and web application development. PHP programming 

language is one of the most commonly used languages and is also a good choice for web 

development. Using PHP as its language has many advantages like it supports Oracle, Sybase, etc. 

It is used for creating simple functions, methods, and syntax. It also supports database 

management system and another open source database. To make students understand and learn 

thethe concepts of PHP for the project development; Department of Computer Science  organized a 

Webinar on May 29, 2021 for BCA & B.Sc.(CS/IT)  III year students on  ‘PHP : Server Side 

Scripting for Web Development’.
Mr. Ravindra Bhatnagar, Senior Developer and Project Manager, Osiyatech, Indore was the 
keynote speaker. The expert explained history, features, advantages, framework, installation, and 
implementation of PHP.  Mr. Bhatnagar  also discussed how to connect database using MYSQL 
with HTML using PHP. He also enlightened students with the bright scope in PHP language. The 
session was very informative and interactive. The webinar made students aware about the  
concept of PHP used for server side scripting and the connectivity with  MYSQL.  The webinar 
was well coordinated by Dr.  Kamlesh Malpani and Ms. Deepti Verma and anchored by Ms. 
DeeptiDeepti Verma.
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One Week Workshop
on

How to be  a MERN Stack Developer ?

MERN is one of several variations of the MEAN stack (MongoDB Express Angular Node), where the traditional 
Angular.js frontend framework is replaced with React.js. The MERN architecture allows to easily construct a 3-tier 
architecture (frontend, backend, database) entirely using JavaScript and JSON.
WWith an objective to train the students in a new technology keeping in view the need of the corporate world, 
Department of Computer Science of the institute organized a one week workshop on “How to be MERN Stack 
Developer” for BCA IV and BCA VI semester students in collaboration with Analyze InfoTech Pvt. Ltd. Mr. Arun 
Kumar, Senior Software Engineer, Espire Infolab, Gurgram was the resource person of the workshop.
TheThe workshop started with introduction of MERN Stack Developer, its components where M stands for Mango, 
E-Express, R-React and N-Node, which is useful for integrated web development. Mr. Kuman also informed 
students that those who learn HTML, CSS, JAVA Script can easily become a MERN Stack developer. On second day 
of the workshop, complete HTML practical from basic to advance of HTML was taught to students. On the third day 
of the workshop, students learnt CSS as well as Animation. On fourth day, students were taught to create web page 
with JAVA Script and validate in it. Students learnt to build web pages with React on Day Five. On sixth day, the data 
base connectivity of the web page with Node was taught. In the entire workshop the students hands on practiced on base connectivity of the web page with Node was taught. In the entire workshop the students hands on practiced on 
new technology. The students received E-certificate by Analyze InfoTech Pvt. Ltd. Around 120 students attended the 
workshop. The workshop motivated students for developing websites and uncovered a new option for their career. 
The event was anchored by Dr. Priyanka Solanki. The workshop was well organised by Ms. Bhavna Kabra & Ms. 
Seema Rai, Faculty Coordinator of the event.
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Insights on Business Analytics
An expert lecture on ‘Insights on Business Analytics’ was organized on June 1, 2021 for MBA 
students to make them aware about Business Analytics and its application and enlighten about the 
career prospective in this emerging field. Dr Manohar Kapse, Faculty of Business Analytics, Christ 
University, Banglore was the expert speaker for the session. Dr. Kapse explained that coming era is of 
data, data has recently been deemed ‘the new oil.’ Business analytics is all about leveraging value 
from data. The data can be employed for purposes such as detecting new opportunities, identifying 
market niches, and developing new products and services etc. But data is unstructured and it is really 
hardhard to extract value from data. Thus, business analytics helps to use data and transfer it into actions 
to gain better business operations. Dr Kapse also discussed about the attractive career, future growth 
and salary offered in the field of business analytics. He also elaborated the necessary skill set required 
in this area.  The session was very beneficial for the students who want to pursue their career in the 
field of business analytics. The session was coordinated by Dr. Suchita Gupta.
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Who Am I, Overcoming Fear and 
Challenges of Pandemic, Career Stamping 

and Satisfaction

An online expert talk was organized for the students of Department of Management on the topic ‘Who Am I, 

Overcoming Fear and Challenges of Pandemic, Career Stamping and Satisfaction’, on May 11, 2021, May 12, 

2021 and May 13, 2021. The objective of the webinar was to guide and counsel students for strengthening mental 

health and to stay strong in order to cope up during the pandemic situation. Ms. Neha Lunia, Freelance Consultant 

and Counselor for Mental Health, Career and Relationship was the expert speaker for the session. In her address 

she explained the concept of body, soul and mind. She also illustrated the ways to keep all the three components 

healthhealthy. She gave mantra to the students that in order to grow and advance in life, it is important to control the 

emotions and take decisions by mind. She cleared the queries of students and advised them for their career growth 

and satisfaction. The students learned about the importance of meditating. They also identified the ways of 

keeping mind and soul healthy and learned about how to deal with the problems arising in life. The session was 

well coordinated by Dr. Sandeep Malu, Dr. Prachi Nikam and Ms. Swati Gupta. 
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E-Mitra: A Practical Workshop on 
e-License and e-Passport

An expert talk on the topic “E-Mitra: A Practical Workshop on e-License and e-Passport” was organized for the 
students department of management and department of computer science on June 7, 2021 and June 19, 2021 
respectively. The webinar was conducted to provide knowledge to the students about e-License and e-Passport 
and its process for applying online. Dr. Vishal Mehta, Principal, College of Professional Studies, ATC Indore, was 
the expert speaker for the session. Dr. Mehta explained the benefits of having license and passport and also 
explicated the process of applying e-license and e-passport through government and other portals. Dr. Mehta 
demonstrateddemonstrated the process of applying it online by taking example of one of the student. He cleared the queries of 
students and advised them for applying it online in order to be safe in this covid time. The session was coordinated 
by Dr. Sandeep Malu, Dr. Prachi Nikam & Dr. Shalu Kotwani, Ms. Ruchira Muchhal and Ms. Vranda Agar.
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Student Development Program
 on 

Investing During This Challenging Times

A one week Student Development Program on the topic “Investing During This Challenging Times” 
was organized for the students of management department from June, 24 to June 30, 2021. Around 
211 students attended the Student Development Program. Dr. Aditya Srinivas, Chief Operating 
Officer and Chief Economist, Bombay Stock Exchange, Brokers Forum, Mumbai was the expert 
speaker for the session. The workshop was inaugurated by the opening address of Dr. George 
Thomas, Director, Shri Vaishnav Institute of Management, Indore. On the first day, the expert 
explained the basics and working of the stock market. Dr. Aditya Srinivas also explicated the 
conceptsconcepts and methodology adopted while investing in stock market. On the second day, Dr. Aditya 
Srinivas explained about the fundamental analysis and the steps involved in fundamental analysis. 
On the third day, Dr. Srinivas explained the third option of investment namely mutual fund. He also 
advised about the strategies that can be adopted to increase the return on mutual funds units. He 
suggested that mutual fund is one of the best options for long term investment. On the fourth day, 
Dr. Aditya Srinivas simplified the working of the derivative market and gave details of four types of 
derivatives namely future, forward, options and swap. On the fifth day, Dr. Aditya cleared the 
conceptconcept of monetary policy and its implications. He also educated about the relationship between 
monetary policy and Indian capital market. On the last day of student development program, he 
compared the benefits of all the investment avenues by taking live examples. Dr. Aditya Srinivas 
cleared the queries and doubts of the participants. He also organized a quiz to check the 
understanding of the students. At the end, e-certificates were distributed to the participants. The vote 
of thanks was proposed by Dr. Abhijeet Chatterjee, Head of Department, Management. Dr. Sandeep 
Malu, Ms. Swati Gupta & Dr. Shalu Kotwani were the faculty coordinators of the student 
development program.development program.
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Understanding Indian Capital Market & Different Investment Avenues, 
During Pandemic Times

A lecture series on the topic ‘Understanding Indian Capital Market & Different Investment 
Avenues, During Pandemic Times’ was organized for the students of BBA VI(Finance), 
MBA (FT) IV, MBA (FA) II & IV semester from May 17, 2021 to May 19, 2021. Around 
102 students attended the session. The objective of the webinar series was to provide 
students the knowledge about practical working of capital market, functionality, 
mechanism, latest updates and about new opportunities in the market. Dr. Priya Agrawal, 
Education Program Partner, Bombay Stock Exchange, Mumbai   was the expert speaker for 
thethe sessions. In her address she explained the capital market and its functionality. She also 
illustrated the investment avenues and explained how to practically prepare in the field of 
finance during these tough times. She satisfied the queries of students and advised them for 
career prospects in the field of capital market. The online lecture series aimed at inculcating 
skill of investing and managing the portfolio by showing them the live trading. The students 
learned about new opportunities of market. The faculty coordinators of the event were Dr. 
Sandeep Malu, Dr. Prachi Nikam and Ms. Swati Gupta. 
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inuiz, 2021: n online quiz 
on 

financial knowledge

An investment in knowledge pays the best interest – Benjamin Franklin

The foundation of any successful business lies in effective utilization of financial resources.  It is 
mainly depend on the financial acumen of the finance mangers. In line with that the finance club of 
the institute organized an online quiz for the budding managers on June 2, 2021 in which students of 
MBA program participated. The objective of the event was to assess the financial knowledge of the 
students to create interest in the field of finance. The online quiz was based on basic financial 
knowledge that was in two different rounds. The registered students participated in the Quiz and it 
waswas based on multiple choice questions. There were two sections in Quiz; the first section consists 
of thirty multiple choice single correct questions and second section was based abbreviations. Ms. 
Nikita Rathore (MBA (FA) IV Semester) stood first whereas second position secured by Ms. Aastha 
Jadhav (MBA (FT) IV Semester). Mentors of Finance Club Dr. Rekha Melwani and Dr. Namrata 
Soni coordinated the FinQuiz, 2021.
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ecture eries
 on

asics and importance of echnicalities of undamental nalysis
Skill development cell of the institute organized online lecture series on finance on “Fundamental Analysis 

Basics and Importance of Technicalities of Fundamental Analysis” from May, 27 to 29, 2021 for post graduate 

students. The resource person was Mr. Aman Maurya, Director, Finoptions Institute of Financial Studies Pvt. 

Ltd. Indore. The objective of the program was to make students aware about the basics of fundamental analysis 

and importance of technicalities of fundamental analysis. The skill development cell has objective to enhance 

skills of the students by organizing various programs. In line with this objective, this expert session was 

towards enhancing analytical skills by doing fundamental analysis of various companies. Mtowards enhancing analytical skills by doing fundamental analysis of various companies. Mr. Aman explained 

the concept of fundamental analysis in a very explicit and simple manner with quoting various examples on 

first day. The session also covered the concept of compounding, future value, present value, knowledge 

investment and leverage.  

On second day, Mr. Aman explained the fundamental Analysis by analyzing the annual records of ITC 

Company. The techniques of fundamental analysis were discussed and students learnt to analyse the company’s 

report by their own. 

Third day session was full of technicalities involved in fundamental analysis by analysing the reports of ITC 

Company. The students learned techniques and various aspects of company’s financial position. 

The session was interactive and Mr. Aman solved various queries regarding fundamental analysis.  The session 

was anchored by Ms. Shalu Kotwani. The coordinator of the program was Dr. Sandeep Malu, Coordinator Skill 

Development Cell with Dr. Rekha Melwani and Dr. Shalu Kotwani were the faculty co-coordinators. 
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Lecture series 
on 

Finance
Introduction to Technical Analysis

Skills Development Cell of the institute Indore organized a webinar on the topic “Introduction to 
Technical Analysis” for the students of MBA (FT/FA) and BBA VI semester on May 31, 2021. 
The objective of the webinar was to develop an understanding of students with Technical Analysis 
in Stock Market and to know its importance. The resource person of the webinar was Dr. Nishesh 
Bagadiya, BDS, IFA, Certified Technical Analyst, Indore. Dr. Bagadiya explained concept of 
trading in stock market to the participants. He highlighted the intricacies of trading so that the 
decision of investing money in the stock market will fetch the profitability. He also explained the 
didifference between Fundamental Analysis and Technical Analysis along with its different 
components in financial analysis. He further described that the investors must keep three basis 
questions in mind before making investment in stocks; “Which stock should I invest in? “At what 
prices should I make the investment?” and “What should be the exit price”? Further, Dr. Badadiya 
elaborated the concept of Bully Rally and Bear Rally in stock market and also introduced working 
tools of technical analysis. He also highlighted on certain assumptions to be considered while 
going for technical analysis of stocks. At the end of session, Dr. Bagadiya satisfied the queries of 
thethe students regarding stock analysis. The outcome of the event was an understanding of 
importance of Technical Analysis of Stock Market for Wealth Creation through various simplified 
techniques. The session was anchored by Dr. Dhanshree Nagar. The webinar was well organized 
by Dr. Sandeep Malu, Coordinator Skill Development Cell, with faculty coordinators Dr. 
Dhanshree Nagar and Dr. Shalu Kotwani.
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Expert Talk
 on

 HR Analytics

Department of Management organized an online expert talk for the post graduate students on 
Human Resource (HR) Analytics on April 23, 2021. The objective of the expert talk session was 
to equip the students with the knowledge of Analytics especially in the area of Human Resource 
(HR). The Resource Person of the session was Ms. Renuka Kochhar, HR Analyst, National 
Health Services (NHS), London. She started the session with fundamentals of Analytics and the 
techniques which are used for HR Analytics. Ms Renuka also covered the skill sets which are 
required for the industry in the area of Analytics. She advised the students to learn various tools 
andand techniques which will help them in future endeavor. The session was anchored by Ms. 
Khushboo Jain. The session coordinator was Dr. Suchita Gupta. 

Punch Line Competition

The marketing club of the institute organized an online Quiz “Punch line Competition” based 
on punch line of products and companies on 25 May, 2021 for students of post graduate and 
undergraduate programmes. The objective of the event was to make the students aware about 
the punch lines of the different brands and companies. Besides the basic knowledge of punch 
line through this quiz, the students can get acquainted with the various brands of the 
companies. The students of MBA (FT), MBA (FA) and BBA VI semester participated in the 
event enthusiastically. The quiz was a stress buster in the routine life during pandemic for the 
students.students. The event was coordinated by Dr. Prashant Kushwaha and Dr. Kamlesh Malpani, 
mentors of marketing club.
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Salary Negotiation

HR club of the institute organized an online activity based event on salary negotiation on June 4 & June 5, 
2021. The objective of the event was to make the students know about salary negotiation along with the quizzes 
and worksheet activity to understand the competencies required for Salary Negotiation. This activity was 
divided into two sessions. Each session included activities based on exploring the understanding of the students 
for Salary Negotiation. Session I was based on basic introduction of salary negotiation which included critical 
factors for salary negotiation and activities held based on that. Session II covered introduction of basic 
competenciescompetencies required for Job and students were able to analyze their own competencies through planned 
activities. The participants learned to develop effective strategies for salary negotiations that will help the 
students to minimize the fear and anxiety during salary negotiation. The activity was organized by Ms. 
Khushboo Jain and Ms. Leena Soni, mentors of HR club.
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International Day 
of
Yoga

The greatest wealth is health” is truly depicted the importance of health. Yoga is one of the ways 
to keep you healthy. Yoga not only brings physical health it also brings mental disciplines to 
achieve a peaceful body and mind. International Yoga day was celebrated in Shri Vaishnav 
Institute of Management on June 21, 2021 amid the ongoing pandemic situation. It was organized 
online where students, faculty and staff members participated. The resource person for this event 
was Dr. Swati Malviya; a Yoga expert and trainer who taught various Asanas to all the participants. 
She also discussed about the importance of Pradayam and the right way to perform it. More than 
hundredhundred participants benefitted by this event. The session was anchored by Dr. Shalu Kotwani and 
coordinated by Mr. Balwant Salunke; Sports Officer of the institute with team members Dr. 
Digamber Negi, Dr. Kshama Ganjiwale, Dr. Jitendra Jain, Dr. Kamlesh Malpani and Dr. Shailesh 
Maheshwari.  
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